August 2022

By Ross Harper,
President

T

he Dog Days of Summer are here. A big
“thank you” to everyone
who has kept the trains running for our Sunday public
operations despite the excessive heat. The crowds keep
coming! Please remember to stay hydrated and
take some shade breaks.
Thanks to everyone working on the repairs
and maintenance for the Club engines, bench car
couplers, the main air compressor, the ice freezer,
track panels and the steam plant boiler. Les Kovacs has been modifying the lift in the parking lot
before it gets moved to the Green Container.
There's always stuff to do at the Club, so come out
and lend a hand!
Club Meetings – on Zoom and in person!
Beginning September 5th, we are going to
host our Club board meetings both in-person and
on Zoom. We have missed the social aspect of
being together and hanging out after the meetings.
We want to continue to accommodate people who
can't attend or live too far way, though. So, Greg
McMurry and Miles Kristman set up the technology for hosting the hybrid meetings. We have also
spruced up the meeting car, recently replacing the
missing ceiling tiles. Plan to join us in-person if
you can.
Election News
We are looking for qualified people who are
dedicated to running and improving the Club to
serve on the Board of Directors, replacing four
outgoing board members, for the next two-year
term. Contact Secretary Bill Walker or Steve Rodstein for more information, or to let them know
you are interested in serving or want to nominate
someone. Nominations will be made through our
General Members Meeting on Monday, September
19. Then, we will get to know the candidates at a
Town Hall Meeting on Monday, October 10. Bal(Continued on page 3)

Keeping Track

▲ John
DePhillip and Miles Kristman
replace ties in track leading to the
narrow gauge barn. ▼ Ross Harper
replaces rotted ties on Disney
Loop. (Ross Harper and Michael
Strawn photos)

LALSRM
Calendar
August
27 Movie Night/Night Run/Potluck
28 Public Rides

September
4
5
5
10
11
18

Public Rides
Labor Day
In Person/Zoom BOD Meeting 7 pm
Workday (KK open)
Public Rides
Public Rides; Disney Barn and
Steam Plant open
19 Zoom General Meeting 7 pm
(Board nominations accepted)
25 Public Rides
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projects that we need to attend to: cleanup
of the scrap metal drop-off area, the town
of Minden needs to be dug out and cleaned
up, and the fence line along Zoo Drive
needs to be cleared of weeds and overhanging branches on both sides of the
fence.
Facility Maintenance: Les Kovacs
has been working on the lift rails and footings for the green container. The lift to be
August 2022
used for the Green container has been relocated to the parking lot for reinforcement
Secretary Report: Last month’s
minutes were unanimously approved. Date before its move to the green container.
changes to two previous party requests
Nick Suncin stated that the propane
were presented and approved: Andrew
storage tank remains red tagged by the
Chaves requested October 1, 2022 for the City and is empty. He reiterated that there
Theodore Payne Foundation party, and
is no current time span for the tank to be
Don Kallgren requested August 13, 2022
approved for use and that we will need a
for his TTOS event.
certified plumber to rectify this issue. In
the meantime, members who use propane
Treasurer’s Report: The financial
fired locomotives will need to purchase
report was unanimously approved.
fuel off site.
Membership Report: Nick Suncin
Nick stated that the air compressor has
introduced two new probationary memfailed and that the lifts and steam lines
bers, father and son John and Julio Dorawere no longer working. Certified repair
do.
Superintendent’s Report: Ron Nel- companies were being contacted to rectify
the situation as quickly as possible. Bill
son thanked everyone for volunteering
Schirmer reported that he spliced in a
around the Club. He listed a number of
small spare air compressor for the Phil
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West Barn lift so that trains could be
moved in and out while the Club compressor is repaired.
Ross mentioned that the Club refrigerator was failing and that much food was
lost. A discussion over whether to replace
or repair the machine was had. Bill
Schirmer said he had found a new replacement refrigerator that would cost about
$5500. The Board decided that if the fridge
failed again, it was a necessary emergency
repair and approval was given to purchase
a new one. There was also a discussion
about repairs to the ice freezer. Bill
Schirmer and Bear stated that they would
fill buckets with ice in order to see if it
would help relieve the stress on the motors
from it being empty. Nick said he would
clean the dirt from the necessary mechanical parts.
Elections: Club elections are starting.
An Elections Committee comprised of
Steve Rodstein, Bill Walker, David Holman, and Nick Suncin has been appointed
and will canvass for qualified candidates.
Members interested in serving on the
Board should contact a committee member.
The Board approved a Club calendar
for the first half of 2023.
The next BOD meeting will be Monday September 5, 2022. The meeting was
adjourned at 8:48 pm.

Winnersten Station with Steam Engines
Circa 1958-59

The “Winnersten Station” pictured above was built in 1958, named in honor of Orin Wennersten, Maintenance Supervisor, LA
City Recs and Parks Commission. He was one of the founders of Travel Town, who were also instrumental in helping with
LALSRM’s start-up. The station was later renamed “Sherwood Station”. Tracks in the concrete pad are from left: 7.5” siding, the
original 7.5” gauge main loop, dual gauge main loop and dual gauge siding. (J. Allen Hawkins photo, Mike Massee Collection)
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natives for a backup compressor.
Water Wheel: The water wheel at
Nelson Summit is working again. Greg
McMurry, Miles Kristman and I strung
extension cords over to the pump house
and powered up the sump pumps. To use
the water wheel, the water valve with the
blue handle needs to be opened and the
pumps plugged in. The float valve in the
sump will control the water level. You do
By Ron Nelson, Superintendent
not need to use the hose. Please remember
to close the water valve and unplug the
n spite of vacations and the summer
shape. We have different brands and types, pumps when finished.
heat, Club members have been generous so choose one that best suits you.
Freezer: Bill Schirmer installed a new
with their time by coming out and helping
Track: A crew headed by Bill Walker recirculating fan in the ice holding freezer
with fixing and maintaining our great cam- cleaned the Mountain Division siding
and cleaned a mountain of dirt out of the
pus. Below are just some of the highlights which had a lot of dirt packed between the cooling coils.
from the month.
rails. He was helped by Joe Jackson, Les
See you on the rails, Ron Nelson
Landscaping: There is always some- Kovacs, Chris Solak, Ross Harper, Don
818.802.7394 \ rlnelson@earthlink.net
thing to trim or cut down at LALSRM. The Kallgren, Steve Rodstein and Larry Tighe.
oleanders near the Disney crossing are
Bill Schirmer noticed that a section of
diseased and dying so we are slowly retrack on the Smith Valley line was missing
moving them – Justin Iversen, Tim Silver rail joiners; Ross Harper and Miles
and I most recently. Member and arborist Kristman installed some the next day. Most
Tim Wheeler visited, and we trimmed a
of the wood ties supporting the tracks to
number of trees. You may have noticed
the Bresee shed are quite old and decayed,
that the mulberry tree on the Bagley siding which allows the tracks to move around
is now missing a low branch. I will contin- and cause derailments. Michael Strawn,
ue to monitor the remaining branch and
Ross Harper and Steve Rodstein replaced a (Continued from page 1)
decide later if it needs removal. Near the
section of wood ties with plastic ones. Rid- lots will be mailed at the end of October
green container, a Chinese Elm branch
ing cars now pass over with no problems. and counted on Saturday, November 19.
broke and took several other branches with
Air Compressor: Nick Suncin has
Fall Meet - Come run your train, hang
it. Michael Strawn helped me cut it up and been working with a service company to
out with old friends, and check out what's
haul most of it out. Lastly, the pile of scrap acquire and install a new thermistor and
going on at the Fall Meet from Friday,
metal near the parking lot entrance has
thermostat in the existing air compressor. October 7 through Sunday, October 9. Of
been cleared with Justin Iversen partnering The parts received had to be modified, but course, this means we need volunteers at
with me.
are now installed and functioning perfect- the gate, in the kitchen and everywhere to
I am slowly going through the Club’s ly. Additionally the oil has been changed make this event a success. Please contact
gardening equipment to fix, sharpen and
and a new air filter installed. We all got to Tom Lang at tomlang@pacbell.net or
maintain any needs there are. All the lop- see how important compressed air is to our (818) 635-5010 to serve at the Members
ping shears are now in good working
operations. Nick is now looking into alter- Gate. Sign up with Bill Schirmer at
billfx@earthlink.net or (818) 621-5424 to
help in the kitchen.

I

Summer Movie Nights – Enjoy a
potluck dinner, grab some popcorn and
watch a movie (that always features a
train!) on the fourth Saturdays of each
month. Join us this month on Saturday,
August 27. Movies start at dusk. Mark
your calendars to come out on September
24 and October 29, too. Fall is a great season to make night runs with our trains.

Saturday Steam Ups – Whether you
fire up your own steam engine or want to
see how other members take care of their
engines, come on out to the Club for the
next Saturday Steam Up Day October 29.
I hope to see you around the Club,
whether you're out for a train ride with
your family, working on your own equipment, or volunteering to maintain the property. Be sure to say hello - I'm always happy to talk about trains and our Club!
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Back to Basics

Locomotive Brake Systems Explained
By Jim Kreider
hile discussing the characteristics of
steam power with fellow club members, sometimes the subject of brakes will
pop up.
I wrote this article on brakes for my
FB Berkshire Modelers group as they apply to the Nickel Plate Berkshires, but the
info is generally applicable to modern
steam power. I’m not a professional railroader, but perhaps the following will
serve as somewhat of a primer on brakes
during the steam era.
Foundation and Operating
Brake Systems
The “foundation” brake system consists of the parts that actually apply the
force to do the braking, consisting of all
the cylinders, levers, pins, hangers, shoes,
tie rods, etc.
The “operating” brake system consists
of those parts that provide the compressed
air and apply it properly (flow, pressure,
etc.) to make the brakes respond as the
engineer wants them to.
Some major parts on the operating
system:

to the reduction in the train brake pipe. The
ratio of locomotive brake pipe pressure
compared to the train brake pipe pressure
reduction is usually set around 2.5. As an
example, if the engineer makes a 10 psi
reduction in the train brake pipe, he then
should see 25 psi applied to the engine/
tender brakes. This ratio is designed to
“harmonize” the locomotive and tender
braking effect with that of the train.
On the NKP Berkshires, the distributing valve is tucked up behind and to the
rear of the power reverse and hung from a
bracket which is part of the right rear air
tank bracket.
The distributing valve is different, but
essentially the same size, for the 6ET and
8ET (ET meaning Engine/Tender) brake
systems found on the NKP Berkshires and
common in the steam era. The 8ET distributing valve was designed to handle a
slightly increased air flow over the 6ET
version, based on the idea that locomotives
and trains were getting bigger.
Brake Reservoirs
In addition to the different brake
stands and associated equipment found in
the cab, the brake systems have three small
reservoirs installed
somewhere under the
cab: a “reduction
limiting” reservoir,
an “acknowledging”
reservoir, and an
“equalizing”
reservoir.
Equalizing Reservoir
The ”equalizing”
reservoir functions to
almost instantly show
the service reduction
that the engineer desires, and then gradu6ET Distributing Valve
ally equalizes the
train brake pipe reduction so the engineer
The Distributing Valve
does not have to constantly monitor what
One important device is called the
the brake pipe is doing, and he can concen“distributing valve” which controls the
trate on other things, like the track and
operation of the independent air locomosignals.
tive/tender brakes.
If the engineer desires to make a 10Basically, it consists of a small tank,
psi reduction in the train brake pipe, he
or tanks, with a valve system attached to it. initially makes that setting by looking at
It functions to deliver direct main reservoir the equalizing reservoir pressure indicated
air to the locomotive and tender brake cyl- by one of the needles on one gauge of the
inders.
quadraplex air gauge. He eventually
The distributing valve controls the
should then see the brake pipe pressure
pressure of the air delivered in proportion match the pressure in the equalizing reser-

W

Quadraplex air Gauge
voir. The brake pipe pressure is indicated
by a needle on the other face of the quadraplex air gauge. The engineer should also
see 25 psi applied to the locomotive/tender
brake cylinders. The other remaining indication on the quadraplex air gauge is the
main reservoir pressure.
The max train brake pipe pressure was
70 psi on the NKP in steam days but could
vary with individual railroad operating
conditions and preferences.
Reduction Limiting Reservoir
The “reduction limiting” reservoir and
the “acknowledging” reservoir function in
conjunction with the automatic train control/ATS. The "reduction limiting” reservoir” is designed to prevent a service reduction beyond a preset level, a level preset by the operating desires of a given railroad.
Generally speaking, a total brake pipe
reduction of any more than 28-30 psi does
not give additional braking force. Of
course, emergency is like putting a hole in
the brake pipe. The brake pipe goes to
zero.
Acknowledging Reservoir
The “acknowledging reservoir” functions to provide air for the cab warning
whistle if a signal other than clear is
passed without any response from the engineer. The whistle is typically designed to
bleed out after a required 7–8-second
warning.
My NKP Berkshire Design
My design intent on the air system for
the 1-1/2” scale NKP Berkshire, and the
(Continued on page 5)
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Loco Brakes
Explained
(Continued from page 4)

way mine is setup, is that the air tanks on the locomotive are actually used for the main air pressure, in addition to a tank in the tender.
Both the engine/tender brakes and the train brakes
can then be regulated independently down to what is
required. Air operated appliances such as the power
reverse and sander will be operated at main reservoir
pressure of 120 psi.
Unlike the prototype, applying the train brakes
will not also apply the engine/tender brakes. Both systems are completely independent as I have found that
to be most convenient, at least for me, in the live steam
world.
Using Engine/Tender/Brakes
or Train Brakes
I either use just the engine/tender/brakes or the
train brakes. We don't need to, or won't, remember to
"bail" the independent every time we use the train
brakes, particularly when a new engineer is operating
the locomotive. The positions of both the independent
and train brake valves from left to right are, release,
lap, service application, and emergency.
I prefer to use straight air for the train brakes. One
deciding factor is that the effects of trying to keep up
with leaks in the train air line are minimized with
straight air rather than constantly trying to keep the
brake pipe pressurized. That way the compressor is not
running so much.
Like the prototype, it sure gets busy between the
engine and tender with all the hoses for water, oil, and
air. The photo below is my engine with the setup
which Jack Bodenmann devised for the air system.
Shown are the two air regulators and a manifold for the
air supply to the engine, tender brakes, and train
brakes.

▲ Ray Burden and Miles Kristman work on Club’s SPSF loco.
▼ Les Kovacs added a taller extension to the transfer table that is being
moved from steaming bays to green shipping container.
(Ross Harper photos)
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Meet Our New Probationary Members

Anthony Ambriz

Matthew Bassett

Meet five of our new probationary members. Next month we will profile more
new “probies.”
Anthony Ambriz
Anthony just turned 18 in June and
was able to join as a resident probationary
member. His lifelong passion for trains
was further fueled by his regular visits on
Sunday run days since he was three or
four years old. He has been looking forward to COVID being over so he could
join our Club and get involved.
Matthew Bassett
Matt is a Physical Education Teacher
for K-8 at San Jose Charter Academy in
West Covina. He came to LALSRM as a

Zachary Bassett

kid with dad David and recalls night runs
on wood-burning engines, the Daylight,
and the Big Boy when it derailed. It's
been fun having three generations meeting up at the Club every month. He loves
to hike, kayak and paddle board.
Zachary Bassett
Zachary is a freshman at Claremont
High School and plays on the cross country team. He enjoys learning how to run
and care for his grandfather's trains. He's
been coming to the Club for about 13
years and has now earned his conductor’s
certification. Zack is really active and
loves sports like soccer, baseball and basketball.

John and Julio Dorado
John and Julio Dorado
The Dorado’s were introduced to
the Club by Mark Vreeken, who was
their neighbor in Simi Valley. They
attended our Spring Meet and purchased
the green combine and tender at the
President’s Auction. John’s grandfather
and father (a machinist) both worked for
the Santa Fe, from the steam era to diesel. John and Julio have Lionel and HO
train collections at home but they love
the 1/8th scale. Both have passed their
conductor’s course and have been serving on public runs. Julio brought his
world-famous smoked chicken to the
Club last Sunday for our KK lunch.

Now Accepting Nominations
for 2023 Board of Directors
W
e are seeking candidates and accepting nominations from now until
Saturday, October 8. Our Elections Committee is comprised of Steve Rodstein,
Bill Walker, Nick Suncin, and David Holman. If you would like to run you may ask
a member in good standing to nominate
you, or you may nominate yourself by

contacting one of the Elections representatives. Qualifications for a candidate include: four-year minimum Resident or
Honorary member, active, paid-up, in
good standing, and having no conflict of
interest (see Bylaws Article II,
Section 11).

Dust Up: Bill Walker blows dirt
off of Mountain Division trackage.

2022 Board of Directors Elections Schedule
Mon, September 19

General Meeting - nominations accepted from the floor

Mon, October 10

General Meeting – Town Hall Meeting

Fri, October 28 pm

Ballots mailed

Sat, Nov 19 noon

Completed Ballots must be received by 12 noon

Sat, Nov 19 – 6 pm

Thanksgiving Potluck Dinner – results announced

The Engine Booster is the
monthly publication of the Los Angeles Live Steamers Railroad Museum,
a non-profit 501(c)(3) organization.
Editor - Peter Fuad.
Associate Editor - Diana Manchester
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Observation Car

Observation Car

Sunday Fun. Members participated in various fun activities Sunday. Clockwise from upper
left: Ron Nelson teaches Anders Iversen to hook
up safety chains (if even a 6-year-old can understand...); Liz Bergmann grins while operating the
Steam Plant, where she has become a regular;
Probie conductor John Dorado on a test ride with
Fred Lack sitting ahead of him; and Sparky Hoagland pulls public on Club electric. (Margaret
Iversen and Glen Manchester photos)
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ho’s been
orking on
the Railroad

Andy Blake
Bear Mustoe
Bill Pascarella
Bill Schirmer
Carolyn Hoagland
Charles Rhoades
Collin Westphal
Dan O’Brien
Darrell Payne
David Bassett
Don Donaldson
Don Kallgren
Elizabeth Bergmann
Finn Dubensky
Garibalde Figueroa
Glen Manchester
Greg McMurry
Jack Streit
James Baker
Jeremy Steinert
Jim Dubensky
Joe Clow
Joseph Jackson
Justin Iversen
Larry Sacks

Larry Tighe
Les Kovacs
Martha Figueroa
Matt Bassett
Mel Bresee
Meredith Chinn
Michael Murphy
Michael Strawn
Miles Kristman
Nick Guzman
Nick Suncin
Peter Fuad
Richard Ronne
Robert Guzman
Roderick Fritz
Ron Nelson
Ross Harper
Sean Hagen
Scott Hoagland
Steve Rodstein
Ted Merchant
Ted Naimy
Tim Silver
Tristan Fritz
Wayne Crabb
Zak Holman
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Sunday Extra board
july 2022

Engineers and Conductors
Mathew Bassett
Andy Blake
Jim Dubensky
Peter Fuad
Tom Harwood
Sean Hagen
Sparky Hoagland
Justin Iversen
Warren Lincoln
Paul Liu
Sara Morris

Thaine Morris
Ron Nelson
Darrell Payne
Steve Rodstein
Richard Ronne
Tim Silver
Michael Strawn
Oliver Tighe
Bill Walker

638
490
572

July 24
July 31

Wayne Crabb
Robert Guzman
David Bassett
Ted Naimy

503
463

Glen Manchester
Gail Woodward
Mathew Bassett

SafetyCoordinator
Jim Cammarata

Souvenirs and Tickets
Bear Mustoe
George Becker
Martha Figueroa

Ridership
July 3
July 10
July 17

Station Masters

Carolyn Hoagland
Gary Baker
Roderick Fritz

Riders—July 2022 2,666
Total Riders YTD — 7186

Los Angeles
Live Steamers
Railroad Museum
In Griffith Park
Mailing Address—PO Box 2156,
Toluca Lake, CA 91610
LALSRM.org (323) 661-8958
2022 Officers and Directors
President
Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer

Ross Harper
Nick Suncin
Bill Walker
Martha Figueroa

Other Directors
David Holman
Richard Ronne

Bear Mustoe
Steve Rodstein

Nick Guzman pulling public with Club’s PA on August 14 (Glen Manchester photo)

